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Geological Messages for an Anthropocene 

 

PER KIRKEBY  
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The collection on show consists of 24 paintings in various mediums by the acclaimed Danish 

artist Per Kirkeby (1938-2018). Over the years reviewers have situated his work over and 

against various artistic traditions in order to draw out how Kirkeby deals with the 

materialities of light, shadow, substance and system.  But this collection, entitled ‘Geological 

Messages’ after his 1999 painting of that name, asks us to consider Kirkeby’s “decades-long 

preoccupation with the world as geologically unstable, ductile, and everywhere moving 

between states of mineral complexity and processes of collapse” (Allan Smith, 2012: 181). 

Kirkeby undertook natural history degrees at the University of Copenhagen (1957-64), 

including a Masters in Arctic Geology, and participated in two fieldwork campaigns to 

Greenland. In 1962 he enrolled in the Experimental Art School of Copenhagen.  

Geology has deployed a wide array of visualisation techniques - sketches, lithographs, 

paintings, photographs, dioramas, models, figures and scans - to investigate the 

transformation of landforms. These techniques animate a series of Geological aesthetics, 

including a mapping of surface-subterranean relationships, the forensic examination of grain-

scale characteristics for signs of cosmic import, and the slice through deep time that is the 

Geological cross-section. These aesthetics are a way of engaging with and making sense of 

rock, and all can be found in Kirkeby’s work.   

The earlier works on display are mixed media on masonite, a material formed from steaming, 

stretching and pressing wood fibres. We see in these paintings the exposure of the 

subterranean in striated sandstone buttes eroded by water and wind, and in caves dissolved 

into karst by rainwater percolating downwards. This focus on the exposure of the depths of 

the Earth has a long Geological lineage. Kirkeby’s (1967) painting “Dunkle Höhle (the Dream 

about Uxmal and the Unknown Grottos of Yucatan)”, which looks outwards from a limestone 

grotto, echoes, for example, the sketched excavations of Victorian Geologist William 

Buckland (1822) at Kirkland Cave in Yorkshire, and whose metaphysics of sequential 

extinctions and emergences veered between Creationism and Catastrophism.  

In Kirkeby’s (1992) oil on canvas painting “Inferno IV” we can find another Geological 

aesthetic. In place of the tension between surface form and depth there appears 

granularities and fractures. This piece echoes the thin section microscopies of minerals, ores, 

and meteorites where the passage of white light through the material shows up various hues 

and intensities, as well as a textural world of shapes, cleavages, facets and inclusions.  This is 



a Geological aesthetic that disavows grand topographies, seeking instead microscopic signs of 

the work of primal forces. Peering at Kirkeby’s forensic grammar of scraped-on paint and 

scribbled lines we can find a narration of tectonic uplift, eruptions, the appearance and 

disappearance of oceans, and the continual dynamism not just of the Earth but of the cosmos 

within which it revolves.  

In “Geologische Nachrichten (Geological Messages)”, an oil on canvas painted in 1999, it is 

the Geological cross-section that comes into view. Planes and folds are mapped out in block 

colour and serried black outlines. But this is a cross-section that refuses the careful 

stratigraphy of a Charles Lyell, James Hutton or GK Gilbert. Kirkeby’s patchwork terrains seem 

to exist in their own separate times and spaces, their planar surfaces illuminated by different 

light sources. This strangeness unfolds in Kirkeby’s more recent “untitled” works, which 

retain lithic components but situate these amidst organic formations such as tree trucks, the 

grains of which echo fault lines. Across these visually lush paintings there are branches and 

leaves, as well as a snake, rabbit, and birds. The mixed media on masonite of these paintings 

reiterates the mix of shapes, colours and lines that are uncannily suggestive of undergrowth, 

crystals, swarms, and the fronds of underwater - or aerial - lifeforms. Perhaps we are getting 

a different Geological message here, as rock becomes part of the Anthropocene’s hybrid, 

strange ecologies. The Arctic and north European landscapes that Kirkeby references  are 

undergoing ever-quickening transformations under anthropogenic climate change, including 

the movement of mass materials. Communities that for generations have known the 

alignments of rock, vegetation, rivers and animal life are facing increasing uncertainty.  

Kirkeby’s “Geological Messages” are a very welcome reminder of the shared aesthetics and 

practices that have animated Geology and Art, as well as the Earthly and cosmic narratives 

that Geology gives us. For audiences now, these messages seem to be telling the time of the 

Anthropocene, not as another stratum that overlays an Earthly archive built from stone, but 

as a condition of estrangement and alienation that requires new ways of connecting with the 

Earth.  

 

Reviewed by Deborah P. Dixon, University of Glasgow, Deborah.dixon@glasgow.ac.uk 
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